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We construct a class of interacting Ohta-Kimura stepwise-mutation models and study their 
macroscopic behavior, i.e., we prove their weak convergence when the population size n increases 
to infinity, the evolution is speeded up by a factor n2, the incremental effects of a change in each 
population’s distribution of characteristics under study is scaled down by a factor nm’j2 and the 
level of interaction between populations is decreased by a factor n-l. The measure-valued 
limits-interacting Fleming-Viot processes-are characterized as unique solutions to certain 
martingale problems using the method of duality. Finally, we prove a scaling theorem for these 
processes. 
Fleming-Viot process * measure-valued processes * duality * scaling theorem * martingale 
problems 
1. Introduction 
Ohta and Kimura (1973) proposed a model to describe the evolution of the distribu- 
tion of allelic types in a large monoecious population where random genetic drift 
and mutation are occurring. Fleming and Viot (1979) established the existence and 
uniqueness of a measure-valued diffusion as the weak limit of a sequence of resealed 
Ohta-Kimura processes, for which the population size n increases to infinity, the 
mesh of the lattice of possible types shrinks at a rate proportional to n-“* and the 
speed of the evolution is scaled up by a factor n2 to ensure convergence. 
The process thus obtained may serve to model the wandering distribution of types 
in a large population whose characteristics of interest (for instance, some kind of 
measurements) change continuously with time. 
Extensive work has been done towards understanding the qualitative behavior of 
the Fleming-Viot process (see Dawson, 1986; Dawson and Hochberg, 1982,1985; 
Perkins, 1986). 
In this paper, we present an extension of the stepwise-mutation model of Ohta 
and Kimura for the evolution of certain characteristics of individuals belonging to 
several interacting populations with slightly overlapping territories. We then con- 
struct a measure-valued process to model the limiting, macroscopic, long-term 
behavior of these interacting Ohta-Kimura processes, in the sense of Fleming and 
Viot. The limits are characterized via the construction of function-valued dual 
processes, following the methods of Dawson and Kurtz (1982) and Dawson and 
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Hochberg (1982). Finally, we prove a scaling theorem in the spirit of Dawson and 
Hochberg (1985). 
2. Interacting Ohta-Kimura processes 
Suppose that r large populations of n individuals each (m individuals in all) are 
under observation, each individual possessing a set of d characteristics which 
together determine its type. We are interested in the distributions of types in the r 
populations, as they evolve according to the following rules: each individual gener- 
ates a large number of offspring and then dies. However, due to the environment, 
every population is stable. We make the simplifying assumption that it is maintained 
at n individuals, so that a single offspring per parent survives, on average. The 
surviving one is equipped with new characteristics chosen with high probability 
according to the empirical distribution of its parent’s population (at the time of 
death of the parent), but occasionally from the empirical distribution of one of the 
other populations, a consequence of some territorial overlap between the popula- 
tions. The surviving offspring will sometimes be a mutant, i.e., one of its characteris- 
tics may be slightly altered. All types are assumed equally viable, i.e., the model is 
selectively neutral. 
The use of another population’s empirical distribution may be motivated by 
assuming that the respective chances of survival of the various types, among that 
portion of offspring invading a new territory, are best represented by the actual 
distribution of the population dwelling on that territory. 
Assuming that each characteristic takes its values in the set of integer multiples 
of some basic unit, we see that the state space of this process (hereafter denoted 
by X,,(t)) is the countable set 53 E P(Zd)r of r-tuples of probability measures of 
theform(l/n)~~~,&,forx,,x, ,..., x,EZd. 
We now introduce some notation which shall be used throughout this paper. 
Let S =Rd, equipped with the euclidean norm 1.1, and denote its one-point 
compactification by S Letting I77 denote the set of all mappings from { 1,2, . . . , m} 
into{1,2,..., I} and d’:= Umzl (Cr(Sm) x ZIY), we define 
F(P, (6 n)) := 
I 
fd,$ /*di) (2.1) .P 
foreach(f;~)E.&randeach~=(~I,~uz,..., pcL,) E PP( 3)‘. By the Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem, the algebra generated by the constant functions on S, together with all 
functions of the form F( . , (J T)) f or some (f, r) E ar, is dense in C(S(S)‘), the 
Banach space of bounded continuous real-valued functions on P(S)’ with the 
sup-norm (1.11. This algebra contains only smooth functions, if we define the partial 
derivative of FE C(S(s)r) with respect to pj E S(S) in direction x E S by 
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Indeed, for any x, y E S and h, j E {1,2, . . . , r}, we get 
and 
By analogy with the finite-dimensional case, many P(S)‘-valued processes may be 
characterized as solutions to martingale problems with respect to second-order 
partial differential operators (see Dawson, 1986; Dawson and Kurtz, 1986; for the 
instance r = 1). Interacting Fleming-Viot processes will be of this type. 
We can now give a formal description of the interacting Ohta-Kimura process 
X,(t), in terms of a martingale problem on D([O, 00): PP(,!?)‘). 
If we assume that both random sampling and mutation of types from one 
generation to the next are effected by independent Markov chains on P(S)‘, then 
X,(t) is a continuous-time Markov chain with bounded jump rate, so the canonical 
processes on D([O, co) : S(s)‘) with the same finite-dimensional distributions as X,, 
is the solution to a well-posed martingale problem in 9(D([O, 00) : S(S)r)) (see 
Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, for details) with respect to an operator L, described as 
follows. For any F of the form (2.1), let 
with 
Here, $ = (qjk)&=l is a stochastic matrix prescribing the interpopulation sampling, 
njli> 0 (resp. -yj > 0) denotes the mutation (resp. sampling) rate in population j, 
vxY := v + (l/ n)($ - 8,) defines a finite signed measure for each Y E S(S) and each 
x, y E S, pj (x) is shorthand for pj ({x}), and finally we put 
&,,:= 
( 
1 ifx-yEZdandIx-yI=l, 
-2d ifx=y, 
0 otherwise. 
In this particular model, we note that mutations are allowed only to nearest-neighbor 
characters and that qjj is close to 1 if interpopulation sampling is done only 
occasionally outside of the parent population. It is also clear that X,(O) E L@ implies 
X,(t)EB for all t30. 
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3. Interacting Fleming-Viot processes: Existence 
In order to describe and analyze the macroscopic evolution of X,,, when the 
population size is large, define c”, (the resealed version of X,,) by 
(E,Jt))j(A):= (Xn(n2t))j(n”2A) 
for any Bore1 set A E 633 (s) and eachj = 1,2, . . . , r, with the interpopulation sampling 
matrix modified (since the evolution is accelerated) via 
qjk + qyk := 
( 
qjk/ n ifj # k, 
l-1 i qj[ ifj = k. 
n I=l,f#j 
The generator G,, of Markov process En is derived next. 
Proposition 3.1. For any F of the form (2.1) with f E C:(Y) and for all p E P(s)‘, 
we have G,F(p) = G,F(p) + n-“‘R,(F), where 
(3.1) 
R,(F) is a remainder term, bounded uniformly in n, A denotes the Laplacian on Cr( S) 
and we define Q(CL~)(X,Y)‘=CLJ’(~)S~(Y)-~~(~)~U~(Y). 
Proof. G,, is given by 
GF(Cc):= n2 i C d’(x, y) 
j=l x,ycS 
* (F(p.1, . . . , pj-1, /L~~~~“*)(~~~“~), pj+l, . . . ) /or) - F(p)) 
with 
gr (X, y) := ~j~j(xn-“2)0,y+ xpj(xn-1’2) i qj;ipk(yn-“2). 
k=l 
NOW, for every choice of F of the form (2.1), a computation yields 
WA -- 
al+(X) 
+ WF, cc, x, y,i) 
n3 ’ 
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where, for all p, x, y and j, we have IR(F, p, x, y, j)l< 2”“llfll 
and f~ C?(Y). We shall appeal repeatedly to this formula 
proof. 
whenF=F(.,(f,rr)) 
during the rest of the 
To simplify the expressions, fix j E { 1,2, . . . , r} and write x, for xn-“’ and similarly 
for y,. R(F) will denote some bounded (uniformly in n) term, though not necessarily 
the same throughout the calculations. 
(i) The mutation terms. We have 
=’ C Pj(%)exy 
@(CL) WP) 
p-P 
X,YES aPj(y,) aPj(Xn) 
+n -1'2R( F) 
= C ~j(x.)(A~)l==~~+n-‘“R(F) 
XGS 
= A WP) act_ dpj + n-“‘R( F) 
I 
since f is smooth with compact support. 
(ii) The sampling terms, within population j. We have 
(iii) The sampling terms, between distinct populations j and k. We have 
nxrCts~j(x~)~k(yn)(F(III,..., /-+I, PLEA”), Pjuj+l,*.., or)-F(P)) 
=,Es pj (x,)pk(yn) =-*) + n-‘R(F) 
JPj(Y,) aPj(&) 
-d(~k-~j)+nn-lR(F). 0 
Before we turn to the proof of the existence of interacting Fleming-Viot processes 
(Theorem 3.3 below), we need a technical lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For (any compact metric space) s, let {fi , f2, . . .} c C(s) denote some 
countable convergence-determining set for S(s). 
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Define t,b:: D([O, ~0) :S(s)‘) + D([O, ~0) :R) by $i(p)( t) := jsfk dpi( t) and put 
+~,:=$~+t+!rjforeachi,j=1,2 ,..., randk,1=1,2 ,.... 
A sequence {P,: n 2 l} c .Y(D([O, ~0) : S(s)r)) is tight if and only if for every choice 
of i, j, k and 1 the sequence {P, 0 (I+@~)-‘: n 2 1) c p(D([O, a) : W)) is tight. 
Proof. Necessity is clear. Sufficiency means that we can exhibit, for each E > 0, a 
set A, c D([O, co) : P(s)‘) such that P,(A’,) =S e holds for all n 2 1 and such that 
the following holds: 
~ms;z W(p.,6, 7’)s~ for all n>O and T>O, (3.2) 
e 
where 
W(p, 6, T) := t”f max 
1, m 
sup i ? 2~k(1~~~~d~i(~)-~f*d~r(‘)l), 
s,t~[r,_,,r,) i=l k=l 
the infimum taken over all finite collections 0 = to < tl < . . . < tnml < T < t,, < co with 
(tm - t,-J > 6 for all in = 1,2,. . . , n. By assumption there exist compact sets K: 
and KY, in D([O, ~0) :W) such that, for all n 2 1, we have P, 0 (+~)-‘(Kk)c~ ~2~~~~~’ 
and P,, 0 (I,!$~)-‘(K~~)‘~ E 2-i-j-k-f-l. =hus 
satisfies P,(A”,) c e for all n z 1. To get (3.2), choose p such that CT=‘=,+, 2-d < 7/2r 
and define A::= $(AE) where +!J(w) := ($i(w))i=1,2 ,__,, r;k=l,z ,__,, p E D([O, co) :W”‘). If we 
denote by +a (w) the cvth coordinate of trajectory w, we have, for each (Y, p = 
1,2,... , pr, +,A: c K: for some choice of i and k and ( +LI + &)A: c K $ for some 
choice of i, j, k and 1, so that A: is compact (see Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, p. 153). 
Therefore we have lima,,, supYsA, P W(y, 6, T) = 0. Choose 6* so that, for each y E A:, 
there exists a partition {t’,} with (t’, - tkpl) > S* such that 
G(y) := rnzx sup MS) -y(r)1 < r1/2r. 
s,r~[t$-,,rL) 
Then for all p E A, it follows that 
W(p,6*, T) = fnf max sup 
L, m s,~E[I,,_,.I,,,) i=l k=l 
<$,J+ i f 2-k(l~G(y(/4))07. 0 
i=l k=l 
Theorem 3.3. The sequence of processes (8, : n 2 1) is tight in Y(D([O, a): S(s)r)). 
Any weak limit Em is a solution to a martingaleproblem in B(D([O,cO): p(S)r)) for 
operator G, defined by (3.1). If, in addition, the starting measure in 9’(9(s)‘) of a 
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solution .Zm satisjies Ev(0) < ~0, where we dejine v(t) := cl=1 jS 1x1’ d(&( t))j (x), then 
Em is actually a solution in C?( D([O, a) : P(S)r)), i.e., there is no explosion infinite time. 
Proof. By the lemma, to obtain the first statement it suffices to prove that the 
sequence of processes 
is tight for each (f; rr) E dr. {F(E,,, (J; r)): n 2 1) is a sequence of D-semimartingales 
(in the sense of Joffe and Metivier, 1986), which clearly satisfies the tightness 
conditions in Joffe and MCtivier (1986), since the coefficients in G, are uniformly 
bounded. 
Since M,,(w)(t):= F(w(t), (f, ~))-ji G,,F(w(s), (J; T)) ds defines a continuous 
mapping M, : D([O, co) : P(S)‘) + D([O, ~0) :W) for each n E {00,1,2,. . .}, such that 
IIM,(~)(t)-M,(~)(t)llSn-“2tlR,(F)I, E,,=+%implies M,,(S,,)(t)+MM,(%)(t) 
for all but countably many t 2 0. Therefore, by the right continuity of &,,, M,(L) 
is a martingale. 
Finally, define Th := inf{t>O: v(t)ah} to get \ 
Ev(tA71,)-Ev(0) 
= EG,v(s) ds 
fATh r 
= J ( 0 C 2dTj+X k$, qjkE j=1 J s IA2 d((Ea(s))k -(Sa(s))j l(X)) ds 
s ‘(a+bEv(shr,,))ds J 0 
for u = 2d Cl_1 vj and b = 2 C,‘=, yj. Gronwall’s inequality (see, for instance, Joffe 
and Metivier, 1986) implies 
Ev(t)S(a/b+Eu(0))eb’-a/b for all t>O. 0 
4. Interacting Fleming-Viot processes: Characterization 
We next prove that the martingale problem stated in Theorem 3.3 possesses a unique 
solution for each starting measure by constructing a function-valued dual process 
(as in Dawson and Hochberg, 1985) and then appealing to the general results on 
uniqueness for martingale problems of Dawson and Kurtz (1982), which we now 
state in the form needed. 
Let S, , S, denote separable metric spaces, with S, complete, (E, G) a given pair 
of functions in M(S, x S,), the space of real-valued Bore1 measurable maps on 
S, x S,, and suppose that X and Y are independent cadlag (right-continuous with 
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left limits) processes, built on a common probability space (L!, 9, P), such that we 
have 
(i) F(X,, Y)- ’ 
I 
G(X,, Y,) dr is a .!PF-martingale for each ts0; 
0 
I 
* 
69 WC, Y,)- G(X,, Y,) dr is a ST-martingale for each s 2 0; 
0 
(iii) sup EIF(X,, Y,)l <co and sup EIG(X,, Y)l<cc~; 
s,r~to,~) s,r~[%=J) 
where { .Fg : s30}and{%-,Y: s 3 0) are the natural filtrations on (0, LF, P) generated 
by processes X and Y respectively. Then 
EF(X,, Yo) = EF(Xo, Yr) 
holds for every t 20 and the processes X and Y are said to be in duality with 
respect to F. 
Assume further that such processes exist for every fixed Y. E S2 and every S-valued 
random variable X0 such that P 0 Xi’ has compact support, and that {F( . , y): y E S,} 
is separating on P(S). Then the martingale problem for operator (F, G) (acting 
on a subset of C(S)) is well-posed (i.e. possesses one and only one solution) for 
every starting measure p E P(S,) (see Dawson and Kurtz, 1982; Ethier and Kurtz, 
1986; for details). 
We begin by rewriting the operator G, in dual form. 
Lemma 4.1. Operator G, in (3.1) may be written as follows: 
where Ajf denotes the Laplacian acting on the jth coordinate of f E CF(S”‘), 
Qjk: C(Sm)+ C(S”) is dejined by @j:.,f := f~x,,x,-explicitly, this means 
~jkf(X1,X2,...,X,)‘=f(X1,...,Xk-l,Xj,Xk+l,...,X,) 
so the kth coordinate is replaced by the jth-and .E,P : lI7 + II: is dejined by 
ifk=j, 
g(k) otherwise. 
Proof. We only derive the second term, the first is done similarly. Since 
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we get 
i i Yn9np 
aF(ru, (f, m>> 
a~ d(r*.p -/A,) 
n=l p=l n 
G, may therefore be viewed as an operator on a subset of C(ar); it turns out 
to be the generator of a Markov process taking values in d’ := Urns1 (C?(P) x IT,“) 
(where Cr denotes the bounded smooth functions), which we construct next. This 
dual process to the r-population process 8, will be denoted simply by (f, TTT)~ = 
(ft. r,), started at (fO, rO) E C(Sm) x ZI? for some fixed m. 
We first build recursively the process r(, started at rrO E IT:, as that process with 
independent coordinates n,(j), j = 1,2, . . . , m, each one of them a continuous-time 
Markov chain on {1,2, . . . , r} with transition matrix 3? and successive exponential 
holding times ~~,~+r with mean ETj,k+r = (~,,,~~~,))r for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , with 7j,0 = 0. 
We now turn to the construction of process ft, obtained via the construction of 
an operator-valued process as follows. 
Each ZF E I77 generates a partition {K’(l), ~-l(2), . . . , Y’(r)} of {1,2,. . . , ml. 
Considering every p E { 1,2, . . . , r} such that K’(p) has cardinality at least 2, and 
every pair (i, j) of distinct elements of Y’(P), construct a family 
tafi,j):PEil, 2,. . .T r}; i, j E Y’(p), i # j} 
of independent exponential random variables with respective means E~pj,~) = -y,’ , 
and order it as follows. 
Define a finite set of stopping times % = {up : p = 1,2, . . . , r; I = 1, . . . , u(p) - 1) 
where u(p) = card(K’(p)) v 1 denotes the number of elements of K’(p), with 
u(p) = 1 in the case F’(p) = 8, by 
VP:= min{ac,j,: i, jE Y’(p), i#j}:= CT(ir,jf), 
~g:=min{a[,~,: i,jE~-‘(p)\{jf},ifj}:=a(i;,j;,, 
vf+, := min{ac,j,: i, j E Fr(p)\{jf, jp, . . . , jr}, i # j) 
‘= a(i7+,,i’;+l) for Z=O, l,..., u(p)-2, 
where if, i$‘, . . . and jp, jq, . . . are well-defined random indices. 
Let 0<51<&<...<~U<~U+, =OO with u=C~=, (u(p)-1) be a reordering of 
the set Ou, and denote @,f := f (x,=x,, where (i, j) = (i(Z), j(l)) is the pair of random 
indices associated with jump 5, for I= 1,2,. . . , u. 
The operator-valued process R; may therefore be defined recursively on C(S”) 
by 
for t E [O, tr). 
fortE[f;,&+r), l-l,2 ,..., U, 
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where H: : C(P)+ C?(Y) is a semigroup defined by 
H;g(x) := 
g(x) at t=O, 
c(n, r) J,- exp(-$r C,Z, 77 12j,(Xj -Yj )‘)g(Y) dy for t> 0. 
We choose c(n, t) := ni=, (4~7)p~)-(“2)ca’d(* -‘(‘)). Note that R” is a well-defined 
stochastic bounded linear operator since 11 R;” g 11 s llg 11 for all t 2 0 and H y is strongly 
continuous in t. 
LetO=T0<r1<r2<..* denote the successive jump times of process rr. Given a 
countable collection {kRT : k = 0, 1,2,. . . , ; G- E l7?} of independent copies of each 
process R”, define recursively fi, started at &E C(Y), by 
f,:=kR;:$k(fTkJ fOrtE[7k,7k+1), k=0,1,2 ,..., 
with fO- =fO. 
Since C(Y) is separable and the process is almost surely right-continuous with 
left limits, there is a version of (f, TTT)~ on D([O, CO):~) which clearly solves the 
martingale problem for G, started at any (f, r),, E z. Further, as Ilf, (I s llfOll holds 
for all tz0, we have IGanF(p, (J; r),)l< c(llfOll + IlA_&ll) for some constant c> 0 
which does not depend on t and so the integrability condition of Dawson and Kurtz 
(1982) is satisfied. Therefore, the duality equation holds for all t 2 0: 
EF(&(O), (f, n),) = EF(%(r), (f, TM, 
assuming that & and (J; r) were constructed so as to be independent. We have 
thus proved the following result. 
Theorem 4.2. Given any Poop S(S(s)r), the martingale problem for (G,, P,) is 
well-posed in 9(D([O, a) : P?(S)‘)). 0 
5. The scaling theorem 
The scaling theorem (Theorem 5.1 below) provides a picture of the macroscopic 
long-term behavior of a family of interacting Fleming-Viot processes Ea. Seen from 
a great distance over a long period of time, E, evolves essentially like r infinitesimal 
clusters executing independent Brownian motions, with one cluster jumping in 
the vicinity of another at randomly distributed epochs. These global assimilations 
correspond to large deviations in the behavior of Em over relatively short periods 
of evolution, in the sense that, on rare occasions, the random sampling of an entire 
population will change its characteristics to those of some neighboring population. 
The resealed version of &, denoted by xn and corresponding to the changes in 
time scale t + n’t, space scale x+x/n and stochastic interpopulation sampling 
matrix 2 + 2” = (qz), solves the well-posed martingale problem on 
%D([O, a) : ~(%)I 
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for operator J, given by 
JZ(P, (f; ~1) = F ? vw(j,Ajf+ n2 
j=l 
dj)=m(k) 
The following version of the scaling theorem is an extension of the result of Dawson 
and Hochberg (1985). 
Theorem 5.1. Let PI, p2, . . . , PI denote independent standard Wiener processes in Rd. 
Assume that x,(O) = s”(O) E P?(S)’ holds almost surely (~~(0) puts no muss at 00). 
Then lim,,, n2qy, = rpil E [0, 00) for each pair (i, 2) with i # I implies the convergence 
of the jinite-dimensional distributions of xn to those of a process x*, of the form 
xa( t) := (6,,,,,) ICI, defined recursively, for each i = 1,2, . . . , r, by 
~i(t):=Pi(211it)-Pi(217i7;1)+~Y,(i,k)(7~-) for tE[TL, Ti+l). 
Here {u(i,k): i=l,2 ,..., r; k=0,1,2,. . .} is a family of independent random vari- 
ables with P(u(i, k) =j) = (aii)/C;=l qir for j = 1,2,. . . , r-where we arbitrarily set 
‘pjj = 0 for all j and arbitrarily assign the value P(u( i, k) = j) = l/r for all j and k 
whenever i is such that CT=, vi, = O-and 0 = 7: < T;< $< ’ . . are random variables 
such that (T;+, - T;) are independent, exponentially distributed with respective means 
5;‘, where [i := yi C ;=, q,l. 
Proof. xc0 is clearly a solution to the martingale problem for J, given by 
where D, : C (S”) + C (S’) is defined by 
DTrf(XI,X2,..., Xr):=f(X,(l), X,(2), . . . 3 L,m,). 
This martingale problem is well-posed: the proof is a duality argument duplicating 
that of Theorem 4.2, so we do not reproduce it here. The unique solution xm (started 
at some given ~~(0)) is therefore a P(S)‘-valued Markov process associated with 
a strongly continuous semigroup. Since the algebra of functions defined right after 
formula (2.1) is dense in C(PP(s)r), it suffices to show (Ethier and Kurtz, 1986, 
P. 226), 
J 
,+s 
F(xn(t+s))-F(xn(t))- JmF(xn(u)) du 9F =0 
I > 
(5.1) 
I 
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for every choice of s and t in [0, co) and every F of the form (2.1) (the constant 
functions on S(s)r satisfy (5.1) trivially). Here { SP : t 3 0) is the filtration generated 
by process x,,. 
This condition will be verified through the duality equation. Let 
{(f, rr):=(f:, 67: ts0) 
denote the dual process for xn, obtained by the construction of Erection 4 with the 
following modifications: -yi becomes $’ := n*y, Cl=, qs in the construction of process 
rr* and becomes n*yi in the construction of process R”,” for i = 1,2,. . . , r. Accord- 
ingly the kth time of jump of process V” (respectively f”) will be denoted by T; 
(respectively 5;) and similarly for all other symbols in the construction. The dual 
process for x4 will be denoted by (f, n)O”= (f”, n”). 
Since both processes ,yn and (f; rr)” are markovian, independent and in duality, 
we have, for all s 2 0 and all t 2 0, 
E(F(xn(t+s), CL n)o”)l5?) = E(F(xn(t), (f, r):)Ixn(t)). (5.2) 
Equation (5.1) may then be rewritten as 
;_$ E(F(xn(t), (f, ~):)lxn(t)) -F(xn(tL (f, TN 
- ’ E(JcoF(xn(t), (.L r):)Ixn(t)) du =O. > (5.3) 
As a particular case of (5.2), if (f, r): converges in law to (f, rr);O, then so does 
xn (t) to x,J t). The compacity of S(s)‘, together with the fact that J,F is of the 
form (2.1) whenever F is, implies that (5.3) is equivalent to 
- I ’ E(JmF(xn(t), (f; ~):)lxn(t)) du =O 0 > 
which holds true since (f, rTT)F solves a martingale problem for J, by duality. 
Therefore, it suffices to prove the one-dimensional convergence of (f; rr)” to 
(J; T)~. If we assume that all processes are built on an appropriate (common) 
probability space, we clearly have lim,,, r; = G-F, lim,,, 5: = 0 and 
lim,,, IlkR7”f-- H: 0 Df II = 0 
holding jointly in k E { 1,2, . . .} and rr E II: almost surely for each t E [0, CO). This 
implies that both limn+a V: = 7rTT;o and lim,,,f: =fP” are true almost surely for 
each t. 0 
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